
Originally Lovely
By Kaitlin Blasing

Materials Used:

Size US 7 (4.5 mm) 16” circular knitting needle

1 skein (218 yards) Juniper Moon Farm Herriot yarn in color 1001

1 skein (218 yards) Juniper Moon Farm Herriot yarn in color 

Sierra Nevada

Gauge:

18 stitches = 4” in stockinette stitch

Abbreviations:

M1R (Make 1 Right):  Pick up the bar between the last stitch you 

knit and the stitch you are going to knit bringing the needle from 

the back to the front.  Knit through the front. 

M1L (Make 1 Left):  Pick up the bar between the last stitch you 

knit and the stitch you are going to knit bringing the needle from 

the front to the back.  Knit through the back. 

Notes:

This pattern will be worked in the round using two colors.  Color 

A is refering to the darker grey main color.  Color B denotes the 

lighter grey accent color.  Pay close attention to which color will 

be worked.

Altitude Cowl

Pattern:

Cast on 140 stitches in color A.  

Join to work stockinette stitch in round.  Place marker at beginning of round to mark beginning and end of each 

round.

1-4:  Knit in color A.

5:  Knit in color B.

6:  Purl in color A.

7:  Knit in color A.

8:  (k3 in color A, k1 in color b) across.

9:  (k3 in A, M1R with color B wraping working yarn around the right needle twice, k1 in A, M1L in B wrapping 

working yarn around the right needle twice) across.

10:  Knit round in A, slipping both wraps of each stitch worked in B purl-wise.

11-12:  Knit round in A, slipping one wrap of each stitch worked in B purl-wise.  

13:  (Drop stitch in color B off needle carefully, k1 in color A, k1 in color B, pass dropped st in B over knit st in B.  

Slip next stitch purl-wise, drop B stitch, move slipped st back to left needle.  Pass dropped stitch over stitch 

knitted in color B.  K2 in color A).  Across.

14:  (M1R with color B, wrapping working yarn around needle twice.  K1 with A, M1L in B wrapping twice, k3 in 

A) across.  

15:  As row 10.

16-17:  As rows 11-12.

18:  Slip stitch in B, k1 in color A (Drop stitch in color B off needle carefully, k1 in color A, k1 in color B, pass 

dropped st in B over knit st in B.  Slip next stitch purl-wise, drop B stitch, move slipped st back to left needle.  

Pass dropped stitch over stitch knitted in color B.  K2 in color A).  Across.

Repeat rows 10-19, 6 more times.  

Finishing:

Knit 2 rows in color A.  Purl 1 row in color B.  Knit 4 rows in color A.  Cast off in A.  


